Pose estimation is a basic requirement for the autonomous behavior of robots. In this article we present a robust and fast visual odometry method to obtain camera poses by using RGB-D images. We first propose a motion estimation method based on sparse geometric constraint and derive the analytic Jacobian of the geometric cost function to improve the convergence performance, then we use our motion estimation method to replace the tracking thread in ORB-SLAM for improving its runtime performance. Experimental results show that our method is twice faster than ORB-SLAM while keeping the similar accuracy.
Introduction
Pose estimation is crucial for robotics mapping and control tasks. The visual odometry can estimate the robot's pose with onboard cameras which provides sufficient pose information. Methods employing monocular cameras have been proposed in [1] , [2] . However, the trajectory computed by these methods are not the true scale of the real world. To estimate the absolute true scale factor, more information should be incorporated. This is achieved either by intergrating the monocular camera with Inertial Measurement Units [3] or by using the stereo cameras [4] . Equiped with color and depth information, the RGB-D cameras provide a more convenient way for Simultaneous Localization and Mapping (SLAM) problem. The methods that simultaneously recover camera poses and reconstruct 3D scene mapping by using RGB-D sensor can be divided into two classes: feature-based methods and dense methods. Each class of methods has its own advantages and disadvantages in practical application.
The feature-based methods use feature points to construct constraint and then solve the camera poses. RGB-D SLAM [5] was the first popular open-source system in which the motion estimation was computed by feature matching and ICP. Endrs et al. [6] and progress. Latter, the ORB-SLAM [7] that uses the same ORB features for tracking, mapping and place recognition tasks represents the state-of-the-art feature-based SLAM system. Since the feature-based methods require feature extraction and matching at each frame, it takes up most of the time for computing relative pose. In addition, the feature descriptors that used to matching keypoints are not robust to illumination change. For dense methods, the pose is estimated with a dense front-end. KinectFusion [8] maintained the single scene model with a global volumetric, this system is limited to small workspaces due to its volumetric representation. Kinectinuous [9] was able to operate in large environments by using a rolling cyclical buffer and using place recognition for loop closing. ElasticFusion [10] is capable of capturing comprehensive dense globally consistent surfel-based maps of room scale environments. Kerl et al. [11] proposed a dense visual SLAM method for RGB-D cameras that minimized both the photometric and the depth error over all pixels. Nevertheless, the number of points processed at each frame is large (typically hundreds of thousands), which make the local optimization computationally infeasible in real-time.
In our work, a geometric cost function and its analytic Jacobian are derived for pose estimation and we combine our motion estimation method with ORB-SLAM for improving its performance. The contributions of this work include:
• We propose a motion estimation method based on sparse geometric constraint, which is robust to illumination changes and eliminates the feature-matching process to reduce the runtime of motion estimation.
• We derive the analytic Jacobian of the geometric cost function to improve the convergence performance.
• We improve the performance of ORB-SLAM by excluding the keypoints near the objects' edges and using our fast motion estimation method to estimate poses.
Proposed Method
In this section, we first derive a warping function and construct the geometric error function by using probabilistic theory; then the analytic Jacobian of the geometric cost function is derived for faster convergence; at last, we combine our motion estimation method with ORB-SLAM to improve its runtime performance and excluding the keypoints Firstly, we reconstruct the 3D point p 1 = (x, y, z) T corresponding to the pixel u 1 = (u 1 , v 1 )
T by using the inverse projection function:
where f x , f y are the focal lengths on x axis and y axis, and (c x , c y ) T is the camera centra coordinate. Then, p 1 is transformed to p 1 
Lastly, p 1 is projected to depth map d k by the projection function π π π(·) : R 3 → R 2 , and the warping function is:
where
Constructing Geometric Cost Function
For a pixel u i at depth image d k−1 , the residual error as the geometric difference between d k−1 and d k is:
where · represents the Z-component of a 3D point. The distribution of the residual error can be described by a conditional probabilistic p(r i |ξ), where ξ = (ω, t)
T is the corresponding twist coordinates of T k,k−1 , ω is the angular velocity and t is the linear velocity. The twist coordinate ξ is mapped to SE(3) by exponential map [12] : rules, the posterior likelihood of a camera motion ξ is:
The prior p(ξ) models the potential knowledge of the states before we do the measurements. If we know nothing, p(ξ) is a uniform distribution with constant value. By maximizing the posterior probability, ξ can be estimated:
The minimum is obtained by setting the derivative of the logarithmic likelihood function to zero:
∂r i ∂ξ = 0
By defining w(r i ) = ∂ log p(r i |ξ)/∂r i · 1/r i , we obtain i ∂r i /∂ξ · w(r i ) · r i = 0, and the optimization problem in (6) is equivalent to the weighted least squares problem:
As the depth noise n d of all pixels is independent and follows Gaussian distribution [13] , i.e. 
Analytic Jacobian Solution for Iterative Optimization
To minimize the geometric cost function (9), the GaussNewton algorithm can be used, whose main idea is to approximate the error function by its first order Taylor expansion that determined by Jacobian matrix around the initial guess of variable T k,k−1 (ξ). However, the Jacobian matrix in g2o library [14] is computed numerically by a stable small constant, the convergence of iterative optimization is slow. Therefore, it is important to derive the analytic Jacobian matrix for faster convergence:
Improvement for ORB-SLAM
ORB-SLAM system uses ORB features for tracking, mapping and place recognition. We use our motion estimation method to replace the tracking thread in ORB-SLAM for improving its performance. The flow chart of our tracking method for consecutive frames is shown in Fig. 2 . Runtime Performance: Feature extraction and matching are the necessary steps before solving the camera poses in ORB-SLAM. However, the point correspondences and the relative camera motion can be obtained simultaneously by minimizing the geometry cost function in our method, we need not to extract the ORB features for each frame, unless it is determined to be a keyframe.
Accuracy Performance: Since the gradients near edges are larger than those in smooth regions, which result in larger geometric error near the objects' edges affected by depth noise. We exclude the feature points near the geometric boundary and use the optimized point set to estimate camera poses:
is the set of feature points in frame F k−1 , Ω k is the image domain of depth d k , and B k−1 is the set of keypoints near objects' boundary.
Robustness to Illumination Changes: The matching points and estimated poses in our method are computed directly by using geometric values in the depth images rather than color images, so it is robust to illumination changes. Figure 3 shows the comparison of matching point pairs obtained by feature matching method and our method on illumination change images, there are 48 and 788 point correspondences, respectively. The absolute translational error (ATE) of relative pose for these two images obtained by feature-based method and our method is 0.0333(m) and 0.0201(m), respectively. The lower the ATE value is, the higher the accuracy of the method is. Therefore, our method is more robust and with higher accuracy than the featurebased method on illumination change images.
Experiments and Evaluation
The TUM RGB-D dataset [15] , which contains indoor sequences from RGB-D sensors grouping with several categories, is applied to evaluate SLAM/odometry methods and the ORB-SLAM system is taken as comparision. We have run both our approach and ORB-SLAM in an Intel Core i7 desktop computer with 16GB RAM, ubuntu 16.04 platform. For each dataset, we run 5 times and the average results of the accuracy and runtime are computed. Table 1 shows the accuracy of our visual odometry method with/without excluding points near objects' boarder and ORB-SLAM, the root mean square error (RMSE) of the absolute translational error for keyframes' poses is used as the performance metrics. The result shows that proposed method with excluding boarder's points performs better than no boarder suppression, and it works with almost the same precision compared with ORB-SLAM. Figure 4 shows the point clouds obtained by back-projecting the sensor depth maps from the computed keyframe poses (represented as blue box) in three sequences: fr3/office, fr3/st and fr2/xyz. These pointcloud reconstructions show the accuracy of estimation poses that obtained by our method intuitively. 
Accuracy

Runtime Evaluation
To depict the effectiveness of our proposed analytic Jacobian, experiments have been performed on two consecutive frames with 1008 point correspondences to estimate relative pose. We have computed the runtime of iterative process and the ATE of relative pose, as shown in Table 2 . It demonstrates that proposed analytic jacobian is 4 times faster than the numerical jacobian used in g2o. Table 3 shows the average runtime required for frames by using our visual odometry method with analytic/ numerical jacobian and ORB-SLAM, this runtime consists of 2 processes: (1) extracts feature points and pose estimation for consecutive frames in front-end, (2) local map optimization and loop detection in back-end. The processing speed of the proposed method is more than 50 frames per second. While the corresponding processing speed for ORB-SLAM is 25 frames per second. The main reason for the significant speed-up is that we use our proposed analytic jacobian to estimate motion and our method does not need feature matching procedure. In addition, our method minimizes the geometric cost function by using sparse reliable ORB keypoints, which are extracted when a new keyframe inserted instead of being extracted in each new frame.
Conclusion
In this paper, we proposed a sparse geometric-based motion estimation method without feature-matching procedure, and we derived the analytic jacobian to minimize our geometric cost function. Our method could estimate motion directly from geometric values without intensity-consistent assumption, so it is robust to illumination changes. The computational efficiency of ORB-SLAM is significantly improved by using our method to track sparse points in front-end, and our method keeps the similar accuracy by using optimized point set that excludes the boarders' points to estimate poses.
